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Work stream 1:Physical and numerical convergence 

Introduction 
This project is concerned with modeling active wave 
makers using CFD code. The control of these numerical 
paddles is based on the active absorption methods 
implemented by the wave paddles in Edinburgh’s 
curved wave tank. These paddles use a hydrodynamic 
force feedback mechanism, pioneered by Stephen 
Salter [1] to dynamically control the paddle velocity to 
absorb incident waves. 
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CFX representation of a wave tank 
The problem 
Experimental wave tanks are used to test scale models 
before building expensive prototypes for the real sea. 
Numerical wave tanks are used for the very same reason, 
but give the designer more detailed feedback information 
and are proving to be an invaluable  design tool. The 
problem is that both of these tools are adversely affected 
by wave reflections that send spurious waves into that 
test region. 

The solution 
Optimal absorption is achieved if the paddle is moved in 
such a way that the boundary appears transparent to 
impinging waves. This can be achieved if a radiated wave 
of equal amplitude and opposite phase cause destructive 
interference with in reflected wave. Resulting in perfect 
absorption at a given distance from the paddle. 
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Added Mass and Damping and resulting governing transfer function 

Methodology 
“To destroy a wave means to create a wave” 
The method used is analogous to that of impedance 
matching used in signal processing. Falnes [2] states two 
conditions required for maximal absorption: 

•  Oscillation velocity must be in phase with excitation 
force 

•  Absorption is at it’s maximum when destructive 
interference between incident and radiated wave is 
largest 

Project aims 
• Produce an adequate simulation of a wave maker in 
CFD 

• Replicate a physically realisable method of active 
absorption using hydrodynamic force feedback 

• Combine both of these techniques to obtain a CFD 
model of the active wavemakers used at Edinburgh and 
many other wave test centers 


